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Background

• Drug use and addiction, notably to opioids, are important public health problems with high costs to individual and society

• Continuing discussion about treatment effectiveness, chronicity complicates

• Lack of clear overview of studies and outcomes, although specific outcomes have been reviewed (e.g. abstinence, injecting, HIV) and specific interventions (methadone, buprenorphine, heroin..)

• To our knowledge no review to date has provided an overview of the outcomes being assessed in the major treatment outcome studies of opioid dependence (regardless of the intervention offered)

• We aimed to assess what outcomes are being used in the largest prospective treatment studies to understand gaps, needs and areas for further research
Objectives

• General background questions underlying our study and for future analysis:
  • Are treatment outcomes consistent with the objectives of treatment?
  • Are treatment outcomes comparable?
  • Are data available to replicate those evaluations?

• Specific objective of this presentation:
  • Discuss the outcomes reported in the literature of observational prospective studies on the treatment of opioid users
Methods – search strategy

• We searched Pubmed and Cochrane databases for “substance-related disorders” AND “observational study”
• No publication date or language limitations
• Prospective cohort studies

In addition:
• Searched “related citations” to 12 known large studies
• Free text search for the known study acronyms
• Checked websites of the known studies
• Registered protocol in Prospero database (Ferri et al. 2014)
Methods – inclusion / exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria:

• Population = sample of opioid users
• Intervention = any drug treatment
• Outcomes = any outcome at follow-up (base-line data or covariates of outcomes excluded)
• Study design = non-experimental observational prospective cohort studies (efficacy studies / RCTs excluded)
• Data reporting quality e.g. loss to follow-up (LTFU)
Search strategy – results

Pubmed; Cochrane; Google; website of observational studies N=1974

Titles screening N=1604

Abstract screening N=370

Eligible for inclusion N=135 publications

Countries N=11

Studies identified N=21
# Methods – data extraction

- Study acronym
- Author
- Publ year
- Treatment objective: end of Tx / mainten. / both
- Study method
- Data coll. period
- Setting / sample
- Eligibility criteria
- Sampling
- Main outcomes
- Secondary outcomes
- Measures used
- Main outcome re abstinence
- Measures abstinence
- N baseline
- Follow-up interval (months)
- N at end of FU
- LTFU %
- Factors LTFU
- Abstinence rates (n, %)
- Covariates of abstinence
- Epidemiological phase heroin use available
- Time since initiation available
- Results regarding retention available
- Reference
Results

- Preliminarily analysis here presented includes data from 9 of the 12 ‘known’ studies: ALIVE, ATOS, DATOS, DORIS, DTORS, NDTMS, NTORS, ROSIE, VEDETTE

- Five countries: Australia, Ireland, Italy, UK (4x, of which 1 from Scotland), USA (2x), one national sample each (not Au)

- Data collection 1988 – 2007 (publication date 2001-)

- Median FU 25.5 months (range 5-144, IQR 12-36)

- N = 16,801 at end of FU

- % LTFU median 32.7 (range 31-56, IQR 32-44)
Results – main outcome domains

Drug use (8/9 studies)
Abstinence (6/9)
Crime (6..)
Harm (4)
Health (3)
Mortality (3)
Treatment / study aspects (3)
Social functioning (3)

Cost-effectiveness / economic issues (2)

Recovery (1)
Needs of treatment providers & seekers (1)
Results – Drug use (8/9 studies)

- Heroin use in last 3 months / last year (DATOS, DORIS)
- Days heroin use in the four weeks preceding interview / zero days of use in last 28 days (ATOS, NDTMS)
- Drug type, Frequency, Quantity (ROSIE)
- Classes of injection patterns / transitions (ALIVE)
- Regular (weekly or +) use for all six illicit drugs, Daily use of opiates, Injecting behaviour, Alcohol (NTORS)
- Being currently drug free, being currently drug free excluding cannabis, severity of dependence (DORIS)
- Abstinence (DTORS)
- (VEDETTÉ)? (cocaine use as covariate of retention)
Results – Abstinence (6/9 studies)

- Not using any illicit drug / Not using any illicit drug excluding cannabis (ROSIE)
- Stopped using the drugs that they reported using at baseline, Stopped the regular use of all drugs, Levels of drug consumption (mean value of all drugs used in the seven days prior to interview) (DTORS)
- Ceased injection over 12 year FU period (stopped injecting and reported no injection at subsequent visits) (ALIVE)
- Treatment retention / abstinence therapy had lowest retention (VEDETTE)
- Been totally drug free (excluding possible alcohol and tobacco use) for a 90-day period in advance of being interviewed (self-reported drug use and service usage), also excluding cannabis (DORIS)
- Abstinence from heroin use, crack use or both; Reduction in days used at group level; "Reliable improvement" (12 days or more reduction in last 28 days) (NDTMS)
Results – Crime / Legal (6/9 studies)

• Crime: selling/supplying drugs, handling stolen goods. Legal problems: being arrested, other (eight legal problem categories) (ROSIE)

• Offending (levels of acquisitive offending [burglary of a business or dwelling, theft of vehicle, bag snatching or robbery], high-cost offending, committing an acquisitive crime in the past four weeks) (DTORS)

• Ever arrested, arrested over the last 17 months, having committed any crime and any acquisitive crime over the last 17 months (DORIS)

• Crime / Criminality / Illegal activity / Arrests (ATOS, DATOS, NTORS)
Results – Harm (4/9) / Health (3/9) / Death (3/9)

- Injecting risks (DATOS, DTORS, ROSIE)
- Overdose (DTORS, ROSIE, VEDETTE)

- Mental health (ATOS, NTORS, ROSIE)
- Suicidal ideation (NTORS)
- Physical health (poor appetite, tiredness etc.) (ROSIE)
- Injection related health problems (ATOS)

- Mortality (ATOS, NTORS, VEDETTE)
Results – Treatment / Study aspects (3/9 studies)

- Retention (NDTMS, ROSIE, VEDETTE)
- Discussing a care plan and being happy with it (DTORS)
- Intake completion (for detox and abstinence modalities – as indicator for improved outcomes) (ROSIE)
Results – Social functioning (3/9 studies)

- **Employment** (DATOS, ROSIE)
- **Accommodation** (DTORS, ROSIE)
- **(Family) relations** (DTORS, ROSIE)
- **Recovery self-perceptions** include “Able to socialise and relate” etc. (DATOS)
Results – cost-effectiveness / economic (2/9)

• Cost-effectiveness of services: “net saving of £6,500 per person for drug treatment, compared to no treatment”, “net gain in health as measured by QALYs”, “drug treatment ~ 80% chance of being cost-effective for the individual” (DTORS)

• Economic issues: “social costs incurred by the cohort included crime costs, health and welfare service use, the use of drug misuse services” and “criminal justice costs” (NTORS)
Results – Other outcomes (1 study each)

• Recovery: “…evidence of any opioid or cocaine use, any daily alcohol use, and illegal activity before treatment” (urine, hair test, interview), nine “recovery perception areas” at follow-up \(\text{DATOS}\)

• Needs of treatment providers & seekers \(\text{DTORS}\)
Limitations

- These are preliminary findings, not yet validated
- Not all studies identified have yet been included (9 out of 21)
- This is a global explorative analysis, not permitting full detail on the different outcomes, a meta-analysis on specific outcomes might improve understanding of definitions and comparability
- To some extent results may be dependent on the specificity of the wording used in the publications e.g. “economic issues” and “cost-effectiveness” can be similar or actually indicate very different outcomes (but we show some detail on definitions), some studies mention “social functioning” others “recovery perceptions” that include a social variable
- Outcomes may have been missed in data extraction (still to validate)
- Outcomes may have been measured but not (yet) reported (publication bias), although then perhaps not relevant
Limitations – cont.

- Search for ‘observational studies’ is unreliable (not indexed as for RCTs)
- Protocols (with originally planned outcomes) are not systematically registered as for the RCTs
- Additional publications on the same study may have been missed (no unique study number as for RCTs)
- Although all studies included reported outcomes for a separate sample of opioid users, not all outcomes were always reported separately for opioid users
- Some outcomes mentioned here were reported in a qualitative format, complicating potential meta-analysis
- Some studies included reported additional variables as co-variates of the outcome investigated (they were then not included as outcome)
Conclusions

• In preliminary analysis, the range of outcomes in nine large observational prospective studies of opioid users suggests variation in measures of treatment success (treatment objectives?)

• Where the same outcome domains are covered, measures of treatment success seem to vary

• There appears to be a need for developing further consensus on what are the main outcomes to assess the successful treatment of opioid users
Discussing and way forward

- Can studies based on registries (National Drug Treatment Monitoring System (NDTMS)) and prospective cohort studies be analysed jointly?
  - outcomes collected from registries records
  - outcomes collected through special study forms (protocols)

- Look at (consistency and comparability of) instruments used to measure outcomes.

- Separate by treatment modality (maintenance vs. abstinence)

- Be more restrictive i.e. only include quantitative outcomes reported separately for opioid users? (meta-analysis)
Publications assessed in preliminary analysis


